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High projects, soft structure are destroyed due to aerodynamic instability. The action mech
anism of aerodynamic force is very complicated, which makes the mathematical problem of mul
ti-degree freedom system more difficult to be solved. The system of mono-degree of freedom with 
some type of aerodynamic force and the analysis of solution for the case has been considered in 
[1, 2]. In [3] we have conducted a survey in the non-resisting equation system of two-degree of 
freedom with the aerodynamic force as in f5]. In this article, we will continue to study the above
mentioned mathematical problem with the regard to the resisting element of environment make 
some suggestions for the solution and survey its stability. 

1. Formulation of the problem 

The mechanical system is considered as a high column, the mass quantity M is concentrated on 
the column top end, the vibration of the system with the regard to the resisting force is described 
in the following equation: 

i' + 2vr + w2 r- rp2 = (1- a/' 
r 

where: v, a-· resisting coefficient, 
w2 = _:__ 

M 
c - corresponding rigidity of the system; a, b - coefficient of aerodynamic force. 

The second equation of system (1.1} has an initial integral: 

where: C1 - integral constant. 

Substitute (1.2) into (1.1), the first equation of (1.1) reduces to: 

•2 

r + 2vr + w2r- C1r2b+ 1e- 2at = (1- a):_ 
. r 

Using variable change method: 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

s, >. are arbitrary coefficients, which will be chosen in the solution process, from (1.3) we have: 

p+2(v->.a)p+s(w2 +a>.2 -2v>.)p= (1-;)P: +C1 (sp)"/'+1e- 2(aHb)t (1.5) 
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We choose s and A providing that: 

a+ ,\b = 0 and 

then the equation (1.5) will be taken of the form:~ 

2b 
-+1=0, 
s 

Hereafter. we will consider some cases, when the equation (1.7) has analytical solutions. 

2. Cases 

Equation ( 1. 7) h.., form: 

a 
1- -=0 

s 

p + 2{v- 2a)p + (aw2 + 4a2 - 4av)p = C1 

A= (v- 2a)2 - (aw 2 + 4a2 - 4av) = v2 - aw2 

2.1. A > 0 the equation {2.2) has a solution of following style: 

where Cz, 1 - integral constants. 

Basing on (1.6), (2.1) from (2.4), (1.4) we have 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

{2.4) 

(2.5) 

Solution (2.5) has a special structure: it seems to be the sum of two terms, each of which has own 
resisting coefficient and integral constant. 

- When a > O, the solution {2.5) will be stable if v, a at the same time are positive values, 
unstable if at least one of v, a has negative value. The resisting coefficient v or a negative value 
when aerodynamic resistance is bigger than structure resistance. 

- When a < 0 the solution (2.5) will be written in the form: 

1 
r=--------------------------------~~~~----~ 

{ 
1/2 C,e 2at } 1/a 

a11• Cze-"'ch[(v2 - aw 2) t + -y] + -:-;,...--':-----;; 
4a2 - 4av + aw2 

(2.6) 

The toot of {2.6) is stable, not depending on the sign of v, a. 

2.2. A < 0, the equation (2.2) will have a solution of following style: 

p = c •• -(v-2a)t cos [(aw•- v•)l/2t + 'Yl + c1 • 
4a2 - 4av + aw2 

{2.7) 

where c2, 1 - integral constants. 
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Replace (2.7) into (1.4) paying attention to (1.6), (2.1) we will have: 

(2.8) 

The solution (2.8) will be stable when a, v, a are positive, unstable· when at least -one of v, a: haS 
negative value. 

3. Cases 
a 

ll + bCI. = 0. (3.1) 

Equation ( 1. 7) will have following form: 

.. 2b ( 2 2) ( a) -p2 C p- - aw - ll p = 1 + - - + 1· 
a 2b p 

(3.2) 

Setting up p2 = z; z' = ~; the equation (3.2) will be taken of Bernoulli equation type: 

1 (a ) z ( 2 v2) z - b + 2 P = 2C 1 + 4b w - -;;- p. (3.3) 

The equation (3.3) has a solution 

1 ( 2 v2) b 2 . • +2 z=-2C1-a--p-4b w -- -p +C2p• _ + 1 a a 
b 

from ehich we have: 
b b2 . 

p2 = -2C1--p- 4-(aw2 -v2)p2 + C2pf+2, 
a+ b a2 (3.4) 

where C2 ~ integral constants. 

According to [3], the equation (3.4) can be solved in cases, when the right member is the 2, 
3, 4 degree functions in accordance with p. 

3.1. When 

equation (3.4) has form: 

a 
-::;;; 1, 
b 

·2 c 4( 2 2) 2 c 3 p = - 1P- aw - v p + 2P 

a. If to satisfy the condition: 

( 
2 2)2 4 aw - 11 + C1 C2 ;::: 0, 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

and suggest that the right member of (3.6) has 3 real solutions, which are arranged as follows 
•1 <:: •• <:: e3 = 0, the equation (3.6) will have solution as following 

where: 'Y - integral constant, k- module of elliptic function, k = ' 2 
· 

.1 
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However, in this case in order to have 3 solutions of the right member of equation (3.6) 
l.lTanged in the above order we must have C2 < 0, therefore in this case the solution (3. 7) does 
tot exist. 

H satisfying the condition: -Cl/C2 < 0, from (1.2) C, > 0 we find out that C2 > 0, then the 
:ight member of (3.6) will have 3 solutions, which are arranged as follows: e1 > <2 = 0 > e3 , then 
;he equation (3.6) will have the solution of following 

(3.8) 

where k = 
e1- e3 

Replace (3.8) into (1.4) we will have: 

(3.9) 

The solution of (3.9) is stable, periodical and moderating when both v, a are negative and 
the score 1/2a must be even. It is unstable when both v, a are positive or have opposite signs. 

b. H satisfying the condition: 

4{aw2
- v2

)
2 + C,C2 < 0 

the right member of equation (3.6) will have one real solution and two combined complex solutions: 

In order to solve equation (3.6) we set up: 

•• p=---
cos81 
1-~ 
1 + v'1- q2 ' 

-·· here, tg6, = -- ' e, is an obtuse angle . . , 
Then the equation (3.6) will be changed to the form: 

in which: 

2 -e3 r;:-:--; 
JJo=--,-=y•I+•:;· 

cos 111 

Solving the equation (3.11) we find the solution: 
• 

where: '1 • integral constant, k- module of elliptic function. 
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(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

I 
J 
~ •.•.. 
.·J 

lj. 
.. 
]!: 

·j· .. ·.i.: .. 
; 

;!L 



Replace (3.12) into (3.10) we will have solution of equation (3.6) 

.I 1-cn{(vfE'2(e~+e~) 1/4t+-yJ,k} 
p = v ·~ + ·~ { 1/4 } . l+cn (VE'O(•~+•n t+ 1],k 

(3.13) 

Replace (3.13) into {1.4) we will have: 
__._ 

{ 
./o 

2 
1-cn{(VE'2(•~+•~) 114t+-yJ,k} }-•• -~• 

r = -2o.y e1 + e3 { 114 } e • (3.14) 
l+cn (VE'O(•i+•~) t+-y],k 

1 ( •• ) in which: k" = -
2 

1 + . t::27"":2 • 
v•1 + •• 

The solution (3.14) is not stable, because 1 +en{ (V'G.(•~ + e~) 114t + <>], k} is periodical 

according tot, therefore in (3.14), at the zero value of de11ominator becomes infinite. 

3.2. When o. = 2b, the equation (3.4) will have form: 

(3.16) 

Setting ow' - v2 = 02 , we have: 

(3.17) 

If satisfying the condition: 

o• 
c. >0, ( o• )• ( c, )• 

- 3C• + 302 < 0• 

the right member of equation {3.17) will have 4 real solutions e, > •• > •• = 0 > ••• then the 
eqnatio:n .. (3.17) has a solution as follows: 

p= -•••••n•((!vc;e;e.t+-y),k] 

. ••-••-•••n•[(h!G2e1 e2t+-y),k] 

Fro~·lra!l.l!rw .. can see I' .varies within 0 $ I' $ ••. 

SnhStituting" {11.18) into (1.4), we have: 

. -· 
{ 

-•••••n•((~~t+-y),k] }" .:3.9. 

. r= -a e2 -e4 -e2sn•[(!v'C2e1e2t+-y),k] e • '. 

W~ a < 0: the solution is stable, if " < 0 and unstable if " > 0. 

4. Cases 
a 
b=1 

1 
o.w2 -v2 + -(v+a)2 =0 

9 
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(3.18) 

{3.19) 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 



According to [2], in this case the equation (1.7) has the solution: 

p =- c, [c.et(v+a)t + 1]2. 
2(aw2 +a2 + 2va) 

(4.3) 

Replacing (4.3) into (1.4), we have: 

(4.4) 

- If a< 0, the solution (4.4) will be stable when 

a> 0, a-2v > 0 (4.5) 

and not be stable when 

a> 0, a- 2v < 0, or a< 0, a- 2v > 0, or a< 0, a- 2v < 0. (4.6) 

-If a> 0, the solution (4.4) will be stable when condition (4.6) is satisfied, not be stable when 
(4.5) is satisfied. 

5. Conclusion 

In the surveyed system figure five parameters, it has analytical solution only when there exist 
definite relations of these parameters. 

The variety, stability as well as instability of solution depend strictly on the relations and 
characteristics of parameters, especially a, b, a, v. 
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MAT ON D!NH KHi DQNG CDA ca Ht HAI B4c TV Do 

c6 K:E T6'I wc cAN 

Trong bai nay chling toi xet biii toan mS:t 6n djnh khl d(ing ella ml?t h~ ca h9c c6 ki! t&i ll'c 
can va dao d(ing thea hai phll'ang. DU"a ra dU"qc mili quan h~ giira d.c tham si! d~ h~ e6 nghi~m 
gi!.i tlch va phan tlch 6n djnh cd.a nghi~. 
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